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Major Reset over Past 12 Months

Namibian projects - new prospective target zones with 
discoveries and significant resource expansion

Strategy for growth in place

Upgrade to OTCQX Best Market platform allowing more US 
market penetration 

Raised A$15M June 2017 – current cash $9.6M

World class leadership with proven track record in uranium

Low uranium price enhances opportunity for sector consolidation
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Corporate Overview
Board Capital Structure – 16 Nov 2018

Rudolf Brunovs Chairman Shares on Issue 194.8M

John Borshoff MD/CEO Market Cap (@ A$0.48/share) A$94M

Gillian Swaby Director             Net Cash ~ A$9.6M

Christophe Urtel Director Major Shareholders

Mervyn Greene Director Sprott Group Affiliate 15.9%

Justin Reid Director            Collines Investments 10.3%

Mark Pitts Company Secretary Directors & Management 6.3%
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Executives and Management
Perth
John Borshoff  Managing Director/CEO
Gillian Swaby  Corporate/Finance
Ed Becker  Head of Exploration
Dr Andy Wilde  Chief Geologist
Ursula Pretorius Financial Controller
Namibia
Martin Hirsch Exploration Manager
Dr J C Corbin Senior Geologist‐Specialist

Share Price Development



Deep Yellow Performance Comparison
Outperforming Peers ( January 2018 to November 2018)

12 month Market Cap movement - $55M to $94M
DYL
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Presentation Outline
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Uranium in Downturn – excellent outlook

Growth Opportunity – perfect for a contrarian 
play

Project Status – enhancing existing resource 
base

Conclusions



Extreme potential for prices to substantially overshoot incentive pricing

Secondary Supplies

Existing Mines

Source: World Nuclear Association
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Supply Shortfall Looming but Price Anomaly Persists

NUCLEAR DEMAND STRONG – URANIUM PRICE LAG CLEAR
Date/Event Operable 

Reactors
Under 

Construction
Planned Proposed U308 Required Prevailing 

U308 Price

Feb 2011
(pre-Fukushima)

443 62 156 335 81kt $73/lb

Oct 2018 453 54 151 337 77kt $29/lb ?



Supply Gap and New Production Capability
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A window of opportunity exists to build a fit-for-purpose company
that is capable of capitalising on this once-in-a-decade opportunity

Uranium supply growth is uncertain in the mid to long-term
• Major suppliers mothballing mines – Cameco, Kazatomprom, Paladin.
• Rio – Ranger (ERA) and Rössing in severe downturn.
• Production unsustainable with majority of production “under water”.  
• Uranium price still subdued ($22 to $29/lb - in Nov 2017 spot price 

US$25/lb) despite production curtailment
• No new mine development until at least > US$55/lb.  

Supply shortage is inevitable post 2023 

The shortage, once realised, has clear implication for the uranium price 
to overshoot forecast US$65-$70/lb incentive price levels

Few companies have proven capability to build and operate large 
production capacity operations to help fill the looming shortage
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State of Uranium Outlook at Present
Uranium price reacting slower than thought
• Mainly Cameco in spot market from producers. 
• ETFs soaking up some physical uranium. 

Utilities remain complacent
• Will be slow coming into market as believe supply not an issue.  
• Utilities will finally be the real price makers. 

China, Russia, India and Middle East clear nuclear focus
• Aggressive domestic growth. 
• China – 2003 (3 reactors), 2020 (58 reactors), 2030 (130-150 reactors). 
• China in 2020 to 2030 to build 8-10 reactors/year. 

China, Russia, Korea also aggressive offshore ambitions
• To a lesser degree France, Japan. 

Future role of the Small Modular Reactor (SMRs) will be 
significant with the added optionality they provide

Major price turnaround anticipated 18-24 months time



Presentation Outline
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Uranium in Downturn – excellent outlook

Growth Opportunity – perfect for a contrarian 
play

Project Status – enhancing existing resource base

Conclusions
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Revitalised Company Status / Appropriate Strategy for Growth

A re-energised, well-funded and advanced uranium explorer

Differentiated from other mid-sized uranium companies

Focus on resource expansion and consolidation

Adopting countercyclical strategy for growth while uranium price 
and outlook low 

Company has necessary leadership team, high credibility and 
sector knowledge to successfully achieve 
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Opportunity Base – Uranium Sector Overview

52%
Explorers

24%
Potential 

Developers

14%
Government & 
Multinationals

10%
Listed 

Producers

75 companies world-wide – producers, 
developers, explorers

10 government associated or 
multi-national uranium producers

7 listed uranium producing companies 
(Cameco, ERA pure uranium plays included)

18* potential developers

40* explorers-anomalies/some 
mineralisation/minimal resources

* many moving/abandoning to other commodities to survive

Each category offers a different set of opportunities



Presentation Outline
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Uranium in Downturn – excellent outlook

Growth Opportunity – perfect for a contrarian play

Project Status – enhancing existing resource 
base

Conclusions



Namibia - A Highly Favourable Destination

A large, proven prospective 
uranium province with exceptional 
prospectivity

Contains 1.5Blb U3O8, Measured 
and Indicated Resources
• plus 350Mlb U3O8 Inferred 

resources. 

To date, the region has produced 
320Mlb U3O8 since 1974

Capable of large capacity long-life 
uranium mining operations
- Rössing – rated 11Mlb/a.
- Husab – rated 15Mlb/a.
- Langer Heinrich – rated 5Mlb/a.

Excellent supportive jurisdiction for 
uranium development and mining
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Projects prospective for two target types

Reptile: (EPLs 3496/97) – 991km2 (10
• Palaeochannel/calcrete targets (Langer 

Heinrich style) - 63.3Mlb U308/301ppm.
• Basement/alaskite targets (Rössing/Husab 

style) – 45Mlb U308/420ppm.
• Targeting 100Mlb U308+ in palaeochannels 

in the grade range 300-500ppm eU308. *

Nova JV: (EPLs 3669/70) – 599km2 (65%)
• Strategic farm-in agreement with Japanese 

partner JOGMEC, spending A$4.5M in four 
years to earn 39.5%.

• Fertile palaeochannel identified at Namaqua.
• Basement targets identified.

Deep Yellow – Namibian Projects
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Overall Namibian resources 
126.4Mlb U308 grading 321ppm 

* The potential quantity and grade of the exploration target is conceptual in nature, and that there has been insufficient additional exploration to estimate an expanded Mineral Resource at the date of this
presentation and whilst additional exploration is planned, it is uncertain if this will result in the estimation of an expanded Mineral Resource. Following a complete review and evaluation of calcrete
associated mineralisation already identified on the Company’s tenements which commenced in December Quarter (Refer ASX Announcement 19 January 2017). The Company has a greater understanding of
the stratigraphy of the palaeochannels which host mineralisation. (Refer also slide 18 Namibian Projects). This work has provided renewed confidence that mineralisation is likely to be identified in targeted
but contiguous areas on our tenements. Targeted tonnage/grades are based on results and understanding from work carried out over past 10 years in this region. The exploration targets are planned to be
tested over the next 12‐24 months by an exploration program including geophysical field work and drill testing of targeted areas.



Palaeochannels Producing Positive Results
New highly prospective zones identified to expand resources growing
• Currently 4 deposits identified.  
• 120km of prospective channels delineated for testing. 

Immediate high priority resource upgrade targets
• 50km zone from Tubas Red Sand to Tumas 3. 
• 16km of tributary system east of Tumas 1 deposit.
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Presentation Outline
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Uranium in Downturn – excellent outlook

Growth Opportunity – perfect for a contrarian play

Project Status – enhancing existing resource base

Conclusions



Positioning for the inevitable uranium upturn
• Clear strategy for growth.
• Newly upgraded to OTCQX trading platform expanding shareholder footprint. 
• Well funded with ~$9.6M cash.

Objective to build the premier, pure-play uranium company
• Establish an independent, global, geographically diversified uranium platform.
• Growing uranium resource base on Namibian projects.

Management team with a successful track record of execution
• Unrivalled experience in project acquisition, exploration, construction and operation.
• Uranium market analogous to the depressed conditions of ~15 years ago making a 

perfect opportunity for high wealth creation with contrarian investment approach.

Conclusions
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Proxy Results

Resolution For Against Abstain Discretionary Excluded

1 Remuneration Report 10,149,048 530,186 63,845 285,878 11,126,739

2 Re-Election of Mr M Greene 17,825,395 82,251 3,957,173 290,878 ‐

3 Re-Election of Mr C Urtel 21,566,860 154,061 67,983 366,794 ‐

4 Approval of Issue of Shares 
and Loan to Mr J Borshoff 5,966,277 904,766 10,409,640 248,267 4,626,739

5 Approval of Issue of Shares 
and Loan to Ms G Swaby 5,785,611 1,048,777 4,102,806 248,267 10,970,239



Thank you
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